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Excerpt from SLOW WINE 
 
PANZANO IN CHIANTI (FI)  
MONTE BERNARDI 
Via Chiantigiana 
Tel. 055 852 400 
 
www.montebernardi.com 
mb@montebernardi.com 
 
 
In visiting Monte Bernardi … one is struck by the clarity with which the 
American Schmelzer family … have thrown themselves into the local 
fabric, and have quickly grasped the Chianti spirit in a manner, which is authentic and sincere. The 
Schmelzer siblings – Michael, running the production, and Jennifer, the commercial side – are here with their 
whole heart. … Michael’s sensitivity, research and experience have brought him to farm the vineyards 
biodynamically, with an approach firmly based in pragmatism, good sense, with little of the spiritual 
(esoteric).  
 
 
15 hectares/37 acres  – 42,000 bottles  – 10% discount if you have book with you when you purchase 
 
 
THE HISTORY – In visiting Monte Bernardi, beyond the striking natural beauty of the surroundings in which 
this farm is situated, one is struck by the clarity with which the American Schmelzer family, who acquired the 
farm in 2003, have thrown themselves into the local fabric, and quickly grasped the Chianti spirit in a 
manner, which is authentic and sincere. The Schmelzer siblings – Michael, running the production, and 
Jennifer, the commercial side – are here with their whole heart. 
 
THE VINEYARDS – situated in soils rich in galestro, and well exposed and ventilated, the vineyards are 
grassed in alternating rows; shoot tipping is avoided, turning to shoot wrapping instead in order to retain the 
plant’s equilibrium. Michael’s sensitivity, research and experience have brought him to farm the vineyards 
biodynamically, with an approach firmly based in pragmatism, good sense, with little of the spiritual 
(esoteric).  
 
THE WINES – in the cellar interventions are few and select, there is no clarification or filtration, and at 
most, two or three rackings in the life of the wine. Pressing is done in a backet press, vinification in cement 
tanks, aging in wood of varying sizes - never new, and minimal sulfur is added. The resulting wines have 
character and soul, even if sometimes they are not exempt of some youthful rusticity. The Retromarcia 
Chianti Classico 2012, selected as a vini quotidiano, (30,000 Btls.; 13€) has a typical “Chiantigiano” 
profile, earthy and floral, and sublte and sharp in the mouth, with a long, clean finish. Mature and rich, but 
still reticent in showing itself, the Monte Bernardi Chianti Classico Riserva 2011 (5,000 Btls.; 17€) will 
need a little time to express it’s potential. For those who love “tuscan blends” Tzingana 2011 (cabernet 
sauvignon & franc, merlot; 1,700 Btls. 38€) is very well made. 
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Excerpt from article  
 
“TUSCAN SANGIOVESE, IS THERE LIFE BEYOND BRUNELLO?” 
 
THE WORLD OF FINE WINE 
3rd QUARTER, 2013 
 
 

 
 
    …. To read the above article, see Press/ESTATE page of our website   
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Excerpt from article  
 
“Regional Profile: PANZANO” 
 
DECANTER 
November, 2013 
 
 

 

     …. To read the above article, see Press/ESTATE page of our website 
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SLOW WINE GUIDE 2013 - MONTE BERNARDI: awarded the “Chiocciola” (Snail)  
 
 
 

 
 
 

SLOW WINE GUIDE 2012 - MONTE BERNARDI: awarded the “Chiocciola” (Snail)  
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Excerpt from SLOW WINE, page 751 
 
PANZANO IN CHIANTI (FI)  
MONTE BERNARDI 
Via Chiantigiana 
Tel. 055 852 400 
 
www.montebernardi.com 
mb@montebernardi.com 
 
“Michael and, his sister, Jennifer have demonstrated a visceral passion for 
the Chianti Classico region; for them this means biodynamic farming, 
minimal intervention in the cellar and a great respect for Sangiovese.” 
 
THE TWO FROM PANZANO – In the heart of Chianti Classico a young man tends to an over 40 year old 
vineyard which is so stony that he strains his hands from exertion. This is not a fairy tale, but the work of 
Michael Schmelzer, who since 2003, with his family, has owned Monte Bernardi, a winery situated in 
Panzano’s “Conca d’Oro” (the golden shell”).Together Michael and, his sister, Jennifer have demonstrated a 
visceral passion for the Chianti Classico region; for them this means biodynamic farming, minimal 
intervention in the cellar and a great respect for Sangiovese. The enthusiasm of the Schmelzer siblings has 
resulted in qualitative growth which gives us pleasure to write about. 
 
9.5 hectares/23.5 acres – 30,000 bottles 
 
THE HISTORY – Since Jennifer and Michael arrived in Italy at the beginning of 2000, they remained 
enchanted with the Chianti Classico region. In 2003 they acquired Monte Bernardi, a winery in Panzano in 
Chianti. Michael is an enologist, who interprets the territory in an authentic and rigorous way. Jennifer is 
responsible for the commercial part of the business. Since 2004 they have been farming biodynamically. The 
hard work in the vineyard and cellar is starting to show great qualitative results. 
 
THE VINEYARDS – the property purchased by the Schmelzer family is situated in the southern hills of 
Panzano. The vineyards are over 40 years old, at an altitude of 350 meters above sea level, surrounded by 
forests and on a soil of a high rock content – in part shale (Galestro), in part limestone (Alberese). In the 
cellar, they use large casks for maturation; the casks are of German and Austrian oak and sourced by the 
famous Austrian cooper Franz Stockinger. Grapes are acquired, also from Panzano, for their base wine: 
Chianti Classico “Retromarcia”. However soon, thanks to new vineyards planted over the last few years, 
Monte Bernardi will be able to source all of its wines from its own production. 
 
THE WINES – The wines are produced with the aim of achieving the maximum expression of the 
magnificent territory of Panzano. The quality of the wines presented to our tasting reflects a great 
achievement. The Chianti Classico SA’ETTA 2007 (Sangiovese; 4,000 btls; 27€) represents a selection of 
Sangiovese from the winery’s best vineyard. This wine is austere, rich in contrast where the fresh acidity is 
layered in richness and complexity. The Chianti Classico MONTE BERNARDI 2007 (Sangiovese, Canaiolo; 
5,000 btls; 15€) expresses deep iron aromas, on a rich, fine structure. Enjoyable and brilliant in color, the 
Chianti Classico RETROMARCIA 2008 (Sangiovese, Merlot; 22,000 btls; 9€) – is a great value for money. The 
ROSÉ 2009 (Sangiovese, Canaiolo, Trebbiano, Malvasia; 1,500 btls.; 13€) exhibits notes of mineral and 
flower; in the mouth it is enjoyable and persistent. 
 
FERTILIZERS: manure pellets, biodynamic preparations, green manure 
PEST CONTROL: copper and sulfur 
WEED CONTROL: manual 
YEASTS: natural 
GRAPES: 30% purchased 
 
SLOW WINE GUIDE 2011 - MONTE BERNARDI: awarded the “Chiocciola” (Snail) 
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OZ CLARKE’S POCKET WINE GUIDE 2010 
MONTE BERNARDI: awarded 2 Stars (out of 3)	    
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SARAH AHMED 
THE WINE DETECTIVE 
 

March 12, 2010 

 

Monte Bernardi Chianti – a renaissance  
 

Tuscany is, of course, renaissance territory and, when I visited Monte Bernardi in 2005, the vineyards and 
winery were undergoing a slow but sure renovation. Purchased by the Schmelzer family in 2003, the estate 
had in fact only been making wine since 1992. 

Since 2004, winemaker Michael Schmelzer has been putting his own stamp on the wines.  In 2005, I 
reported that his non-interventionist instincts were leading him to reign back on oak and pursue biodynamic 
techniques in the vineyard. With lovely fruit purity, freshness and mineral undertones, his 2004 barrel 
samples looked very promising indeed.  In January, I met Michael’s sister Jennifer at a tasting of their wines 
and was delighted to see, indeed taste, how the Schmelzers’ vision has paid off.  Though the 2005s were a 
little diffuse (it rained during harvest), the 2006s showed a lovely subtle concentration – these are 
restrained, fresh, textured wines with a real sense of place about them. 

Monte Bernardi Chianti Classico 2006 – with longer on the lees, this is textured, tight and long; very 
fresh and youthful without an ounce of excess fat for which I like it very much.  A refreshing very food-
friendly alternative to more commercial styles.  Around £19.49 

Monte Bernardi Sa’etta Chianti Classico 2006 – very, very good with a beautiful saturation of red and 
black currant fruit in the mouth with liquorice, spice and mineral notes.  Long with fine supporting tannins 
it’s surprisingly approachable now, with a lovely texture.  This 100% Sangiovese comes from the best parcel 
on the estate, which is located in prime Chianti Classico territory – Panzano’s “Conca d’Oro” (golden bowl). 
Around £28.99 
 
Monte Bernardi Tzingana Toscana IGT 2006 – a very vital wine, lifted and floral with a lovely weight 
and concentration of black fruits fruit; long and very young, with present but ripe, textured tannins.  Would 
benefit from a few years in bottle to flesh out and unfurl, but will surely blossom beautifully.  Around £46 
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Editorial feature from Square Meal Lifestyle Magazine Spring 2009  

THE NEW FACE of CHIANTI 

A project launched in the late 1980s has transformed the way grapes are grown in the Chianti Classico 
region and, as Simon Woods finds, the wines are now reaping the benefits  

 

…. (to read article, see Press/The estate page of our website) 

Producers to look out for 

Castell’in Villa, Castello di Ama, Castello di Bossi, Castello di Brolio, Castello dei Rampolla, Felsina, 
Fonterutoli, Fontodi, Isole e Olena, Molino di Grace, Monte Bernardi, Querciabella, San Giusto a 
Rentennano.  

Recommended vintages 

Vintages to look out for are 2006, 2004 and 2001, plus – if you can find them – 1999, 1997 and 1995. Ones 
to be wary of are the cold, soggy 2002 and the torrid 2003, although as ever with less than favourable 
years, some good wines were made in both.  
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TIPICAMENTE wine blog 
 
MONTE BERNARDI: featured in article: "Un giorno a tappe in Chianti Classico: Monte 
Bernardi" 
 
 
VCH MAGAZIN 
1/2009  
 
MONTE BERNARDI: ein Traum zum genießen 
 
 
DECANTER 
Nov. 2007 
 
MONTE BERNARDI: "Meet the Purists" 
 
 
DECANTER 
Oct. 2007 
 
MONTE BERNARDI: featured in article "En Primeur: could Chianti take over from the 
Médoc" 
 
 
WINE ART 
July 2007 
 
MONTE BERNARDI: featured in Japanese wine magazine 
 
 
 OZ CLARKE's 
“GRAPES and WINE"  
May 2007  
 
MONTE BERNARDI: best producers – Chianti Classico 
 

…. To read the above articles, see Press/The estate page of our website 
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Sucking Grapes 
opinions against tunnel vision 
 
Sun 30 Sep 2007 
 
 
 
THE 2006 VINTAGE IN CHIANTI CLASSICO 
 
Posted by walter 
 
2006 vintage in Chianti Classico is considered as a very great vintage indeed, rivalling 1999 and 
2001. Michael Schmelzer, who tends his vineyards following biodynamic principles, gives some in 
depth information on the growing season of that year, while Sebastiano Capponi sent me the first 
reports on the 2007 growing cycle from Greve in Chianti. Although the Chianti Classico Consortium 
doesn’t seem to be alarmed by the phenomenom of climate change, especially Sebastiano’s 
obervations paint quite a different picture, and may show that viticulture appears to be the 
barometer of climatic change, to quote Jancis Robinson.THE 2006 VINTAGE by Michael Schmelzer, 
Monte Bernardi, Panzano. 
 
The 2006 vintage was very special from start to finish - our expectations are high for the wines 
now in the Cantina. Spring growth took place in warmer and drier conditions than in the previous 
two years, with average temperatures during the day reaching 25C (77F) in May. Temperatures in 
June and July averaged between 30-35C (86-95F), relatively hot, but differing from a vintage like 
2003, with cool nights and temperatures dropping more than 10C (18F), allowing the vines to 
recuperate and prepare for another days work! 
 
As we approached veraison (the onset of grape ripening, when berries change from green to red), 
the bunches looked extremely healthy; we passed through the early disease pressure periods 
unscathed, with the bunches large, loose and plentiful. The intensity of the July sun had produced 
thick, healthy skins that made us confident that we could endure a lot if the season changed for 
the worse - which never happened. The hotter early season also resulted in a nicely balanced 
canopy with little excess vegetation and lateral shoots.  
 
At green pruning, in early August, we reduced our crop load by 30-50%, depending on the 
vineyard, and in the last six weeks we removed laterals and poorly productive leaves to reduce all 
negative inputs and give the best conditions for ripening. By early September, we recorded sugar 
levels equivalent to those we would normally expect in the 3rd or 4th week of the month! Acidity 
and tannins, however, were not equally advanced, so we continued to wait and monitor the grapes 
physiological ripeness. A steady two day rain in mid September gave well-needed dilution of sugar 
levels and one extra week to ripen tannins and lower acidity. 
 
In the end, the decision to pick was based on tannin ripeness and acidity putting us in the 
vineyards the first week of October – a week earlier than usual - with wines reaching 14%. 
Despite the high potential alcohols, the wines are incredibly aromatic, with no signs of cooked fruit 
character; acidity is high, but balanced, giving the wines a great age-ability. The difference 
between this vintage and the 2004 vintage is that the wines have more tannins and more 
complexity! 
 
As soon as the vines switched gears towards fruit production (at veraison) Mother Nature brought 
us cooler temperatures, favoring aromatic fruit production. At the end of July/early August there 
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was a true shift in the weather; as the sun began its move towards the southern hemisphere, it 
drew down arctic air masses. This cool weather persisted for the rest of the vintage. These were 
perfect conditions for both ripening fruit and creating intense aromatics, with average daytime 
temperatures of 25-27C (77-81 F) during the last six weeks of the growing season (thought to be 
the ideal temperature range for maximum production of anthocyanins and aromatics). 
 
THE VINEYARD 
In winter 2005 we began preparing for the 2006 growing season by planting a mix of cover crops 
(wheat, barley, lupins, and fava); using cover crops gives a twofold benefit: primarily we get deep 
soil penetration with the roots of the plants that physically break up the compaction we created 
the previous year by passing through the vineyards with our machinery. Secondly we get a large 
amount of organic material that helps improve our overall soil structure. 
 
In spring 2006, we planted our first new vineyard - a special parcel divided into two terraces and 
rich in Galestro (friable shale). The upper terrace receives more sun than perhaps any other 
vineyard on the property and was planted to three traditional Sangiovese clones, selected for their 
ability to produce a classic Sangiovese. 
 
BIODYNAMICS 
This year was our second year applying the biodynamic 500 preparation& to our property, and 
although we just have begun our journey we have already seen more upright shoots at the 
beginning of the 2006 season – indicating a sort of potency that we  hadn’t seen before, and 
which gave us several advantages in working the vineyard. 
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Sucking Grapes 
opinions against tunnel vision 
 
Sat 29 Sep 2007 
 
 
 
FACE TO FACE WITH TERROIR 
 
Posted by walter 
 
A SUNTAN COMES WITH IT TOO 
 
Here is a thought: warm climates are more suitable for viticulture then moderate ones as there is less 
humidity and therefore less or no need for combating rot and diseases with chemicals. I am joking of 
course, but certainly this cheeky thought crossed my mind while standing in the vineyards at Monte 
Bernardi, as Michael had talked me into helping picking the fruit for the 2007 vintage. Before I actually find 
myself in the vineyards, it has taken several phone calls to confirm my presence. Michael has been waiting 
for the Sangiovese to reach perfect ripeness, which had almost set in. Rain, however, would have made it 
necessary to postpone the picking, as the plants would have soaked up all the water, and thus diluting the 
fruit. It is therefore that I am waiting for the final “all clear”. Although I am not a big fan of this work (I 
picked grapes for a couple of weeks in Bordeaux some years ago) I am quite keen to look over Michael’s 
shoulder during what is the busiest period for any estate. And while being in the vineyards I am constantly 
reminded of the differences between picking in Bordeaux and in Chianti Classico. 
 
To be brutally honest: the Medoc, according to me, is the dullest vineyard region on God’s earth, and 
although I haven’t visited Coonawarra yet, I imagine it would have no problem in challenging this flat stretch 
of land on the other side of the planet. In Chianti Classico however, everywhere I look is beauty. But even 
better: the weather is glorious, with blue skies and sunshine, and, even in the afternoon hours, not too hot. 
The fruit is truly gathered under perfect conditions, another reason to believe that this is going to be a great 
vintage (see for a detailed report on the growing season a previous article). 
 
In Pauillac, during the 2002 vintage, it rained and as I was a novice, not well prepared for the downpours. I 
ended up wearing plastic waste bags, feeling the rain literally run into my rubber boots. As if this was not 
disheartening enough, we had the task of cutting out the rot of the affected bunches, which was easier 
when it was dry, and a pretty messy job when wet. Trying to untangle the fruit from the foliage under these 
conditions was troublesome and I cut my fingers several times with the scissors. Still, I consider it essential 
for any one in the trade on whatever side to have knowledge of this arduous work, which, in the end should 
make us all a bit humbler, something that in a restaurant environment nowadays tends to be a rare 
phenomenon. 
 
I arrive at midday at Panzano and am greeted by Jennifer, Michael’s sister, who quickly registers me with 
the local authorities as one of the seasonal workers of Monte Bernardi. Whereas we would drive to the 
dispersed vineyards scattered throughout Pauillac for several miles, at Monte Bernardi we only have to walk 
a few meters up to the Saetta vineyard. “We” in this case are quite an international bunch, consisting of 
three Americans, a young Frenchman, who is enrolled in a stage at the estate of Jennifer’s partner, but as 
the grapes need a couple of days longer to ripen there, he has come to Monte Bernardi to help out. 
Suzanne, originally from Vienna, but has chosen Panzano as her domicile some seven years ago, is in charge 
of the daily running of the Monte Bernardi office, conducting tastings, seems to fully enjoy the work, and is 
chatting away in three different languages. As is Jennifer, combining picking with listening to her Ipod. 
There is Rosanna, a local lady who is extremely quick and my “picking guide”. I consult her whenever I am 
in doubt what to pick and what to leave. And while all the fruit looks compact, shiny and healthy to me, 
some of the upper bunches are left, although it is very hard to resist the urge to harvest them. This is the 
first time that I can understand the difficulty of implementing the practice of green harvesting in a long 
established wine region, where the people consider “abundance of fruit” a gift from God. It is tough at first 
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indeed to not pick and leave seemingly perfect bunches for the birds. Michael’s father and mother are there, 
accompanied by a bunch of dogs and Claudia, Michael’s wife, with baby daughter Olivia. Rosanna 
immediately jumps at the occasion of holding the child, while Claudia joins the rest of us. An older, very 
quiet local gentleman with deep folds engraved in his face, and some younger local folk are helping, making 
the whole picture even more rustic. 

 
The vineyards of Monte Bernardi total around 4 hectares and are trained on a fairly high trellising system. 
Compared to Bordeaux, where the trellising system is about a meter high, it makes picking easy and I hardly 
have to bend. Alternating, in between the rows, there are cover crops, which even out the soil, but the next 
row shows the stony skeleton of marl and quartz, and are uncomfortable to work on. It is impressive terroir, 
but I sometimes cheat and choose the other side of the row, with the cover crops. The originally white vines 
of the Saetta vinyard has been grafted to Sangiovese in the late 1980s by the previous owner, and 
occasionally the vine has resisted the graft, and still continues to grow white grapes. Although they look 
wonderful and taste sweetly, we leave them on the vine. 
 
Picking is easy and almost fun, especially as there is not a lot of foliage covering the compact bunches of 
Sangiovese. Michael has done some defoliaging earlier in the final stages of the growing cycle to expose the 
fruit to the sun in order to achieve perfect ripeness. The next day, when picking in the Tzingana vineyard, 
where Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon are cultivated, there is more fiddling with leaves and branches to 
untangle the bunches, as these grapes need more shade. Too much sun will give a prune like, raisiny touch 
to the final wine, which Michael doesn’t like. I can’t help but think that Sangiovese is king in Chianti Classico 
as it excels in the climate, whereas the “strangers”, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon, need to be protected 
more. 

 
There is another French variety planted in the vineyards, which is Petit Verdot. This grape, which hardly 
ripens at all in its homeland Bordeaux nine out of ten vintages, seems to do here pretty well. Still, it 
produces long elongated bunches with very little fruit and tiny berries. Michael instructs us beforehand that, 
contrary to Sangiovese, where bunches in these conditions would not make it into the fermentation vat, Petit 
Verdot that looks like this needs to be picked, and if in doubt we should ask whether to reject or not. 

 
As the crew is quite large (friends and family alike are recruited), we execute the task in record time. 
Michael and Jennifer are visibly relieved as two years ago the conditions were much more trying. In 2005 
rains made a second selecting of the fruit necessary, for which a sorting table was installed at the reception 
of the winery. Still, we get to taste the 2005 Chianti Classico, and it has turned into a very elegant, 
perfumed wine, the results of this strict selection but even more so biodynamic practices. Michael tells me 
the vineyards at Monte Bernardi are healthier than the conventional treated vineyards of most of Panzano 
(there are still very few exceptions, the most famous one being Castello dei Rampolla, which was the first 
estate to employ biodynamics here, and the proprietor of which I was introduced to during a “Trager session 
some months before in London, who knew Monte Bernardi and complimented Michael’s wine at that 
occasion). And I have no reasons to doubt this: while picking I smell all of a sudden fresh mint, and there it 
is, side by side with wild fennel, sage, wild rucola, and birds nests clinging to some of the vines. Healthy 
indeed. 
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Sucking Grapes 
opinions against tunnel vision 
 
Mon 17 Sep 2007 
 
 
 
VINO AL VINO 
 
Posted by walter 
 
Panzano’s own wine fair shows (almost all) movers and shakers 
 
While visiting Michael Schmelzer at his Monte Bernardi estate last Thursday, he told me that in Panzano a 
small annual wine fair was taking place, representing the Who is Who of winemaking around this town. The 
fair, where the estates show their wines, is held in Panzano’s main square, and packed with German and 
American tourists when I arrive.  
 
…. 
 
Monte Bernardi Jennifer Schmelzer, who is responsible for Monte Benardi’s marketing, shares half the task 
with her brother Michael to pour the wines during the fair. This afternoon it is her turn and with the patience 
of an angel, she answers the same question about soil and grape varieties again and again. The estate 
produces a minuscule amount of bottles and for the fair only approximately 75 bottles are needed, which 
makes a considerable dent in the estate’s enoteca. Except for the current 2005 Chianti Classico, Jennifer also 
brought two older vintages of Sa’etta which were produced before the new “regime”, and although a 100% 
percent Sangiovese, were labeled as IGT.2000 Sa’etta IGT 100% Sangiovese, 13.5%. Pale ruby with 
brickstone rim. A mature, complex nose with cigar notes and touch of vanilla. A soft fruit palate with fine 
tannins, ends warm. 2005 Chianti Classico 13% Soft spicy plum fruit and hint of cherry. Lively, almost juicy 
fruit underlined by soft, slightly rustic tannins. Elegant finish. Very good for the vintage. 

…. (to entire read article, see Press/The estate page of our website) 
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Sucking Grapes 
opinions against tunnel vision 
 
Sun 17 Jun 2007 
 
 
 
BREWING UP FOR THE VINEYARD 
 
Posted by walter 
 
MICHAEL SCHMELZER OF THE CHIANTI ESTATE “MONTE BERNARDI” GIVES HIS VERY CLEAR THOUGHTS 
ON BIODYNAMICS TO HELP CONVERT THE CYNICS  
 
As not a day goes by with yet more bad news about the state of our planet (and therefore about us) caused 
by climate change, it seems, at least in my eyes, somewhat incredible when I hear people discredit 
alternative approaches, when it comes to producing wine. I must confess it irritates me even more when this 
comes out of the mouth of the so called wine experts, the revered „MW“’s or Masters of Wine. 
 
True, there is nothing against a healthy dosis of scepticism when yet another new panace for vineyards and 
wines is being introduced, but biodynamics, the approach, that I heard ridiculed again some time ago, has 
been with us for long enough now and practiced by top quality producers such as Domaine Leflaive, Bize-
Leroy, Coulee de Serrant and Chapoutier, who leave no doubt in the critic’s mind that BD plays a pivotal role 
in the quality of their wines, that to have no more than an inkling of an idea what it actually is about, is 
somewhat embarrassing. 
 
This introduction to what threatens to become a somewhat tedious discussion was fuelled recently by a MW 
who presented a tasting on Hungarian dry wines I had organised. One of the producer’s of the wines she 
was discussing was “biodynamic” and the MW offered voluntarily her observation, that the approach doesn’t 
really matter, as she could understand the organic part of the philosophy (“I am a scientist myself” I heard 
her say) but felt strongly that the esoteric part is nothing short of, well, nonsense. Of course she was 
referring to the cow horn filled with manure and its subsequent „dynamization.“ Most other attendants of 
that tasting agreed with her, but I felt betrayed. her audience was so unanimously on her side, solely due to 
the fact that a) she did not really show any true knowledge of BD and b) made a caricature out of it, just so 
we can all sigh in relieve that we are not the only ones who think it is a lot of nonsense only because we 
don’t understand it. What we really need is someone who can explain the basics of BD to us, instead of 
sneering at it. 
 
This person for me is Michael Schmelzer from the tiny Chianti domaine of Monte Bernardi. Michael, who 
studied wine making and viticulture at the University of Adelaide’s prestigious Roseworthy Agricultural 
College, suggested to his father that as a retirement investment he should buy a tiny estate in the Panzano 
region in the heart of Chianti. The young enologist didn’t feel like ending up in Australia’s Margaret River or 
any other upcoming cool climate regions, as he had become an admirer of European wines and the 
Sangiovese grape in particular. 
 
The estate has currently three vineyards planted with very specific and distinct soils that create 3 very 
different styles. The soils show a very high rock content mixture so much so that you could be forgiven for 
thinking you are in Chateauneuf-du-Pape. These vineyards are truly Crus that turn out an extremely modest 
yield of biodynamically grown grapes. which are vinified in one of the smallest cellars I have ever come 
across. In the cellar, where vinification tanks competes for space with a huge rock coming out of the wall, 
you will not only find a basket press like the ones that are being used in Champagne, but also classic 
German oval oak casks, which, according to Michael, complement much better the elegance of Sangiovese 
than the ubiquitous barrique. 
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Michael is passionate about BD but refuses to mention this on the labels of his wine. According to him, 
nowadays BD is seen as a trend and a selling point for wines, suggesting a superior quality. As this is not 
always the case, Michael wants to prevent to be associated with the less scrupulous using the BD label only 
for marketing reasons. Michael is extremely competent in talking about BD in a fashion that is clear and 
understandable. It was therefore that I asked him for his help and to explain the principles of this method. 
He immediately agreed and devoted considerable time in writing the article below, which I hope will counter 
act the ignorance I meet day after day when discussing wines in a biodynamic context. 
 
„It is easy to understand why there are a lot of skeptics when it comes to why or how biodynamics works. 
Often the spiritual or ‘mystical’ aspects are focused on by both by the producers/supports of BD and by 
journalists and skeptics. I started learning about biodynamics in Australia after being convinced that the best 
organic produce I was buying was biodynamic. I too initially was a skeptic, at least when it came to the 
astral/spiritual side. It has taken several years of working with biodynamics to convince me that there is an 
important connection to the astral and spiritual side that at very least makes one more aware of the rhythms 
and cycles of plants and earth which in turn makes one a more responsive, intuitive farmer. But let us put 
aside the astral/spiritual aspects of biodynamics for now as it doesn’t readily resonate with newcomers to 
biodynamics. Here is my explanation of why it works from a soil biology perspective with a little intro to BD: 
 
In 1924 Steiner presented his ‘Biodynamic’ lectures to farmers and landowners who had asked for his help 
as they saw that the introduction of chemical fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides were causing many 
undesirable effects to their land, crops and livestock. Steiner described practices of natural fertilization, 
pesticide and fungicide management that had been successfully utilized by farmers for many hundreds of 
years prior to the introduction of these shortcut chemical ‘solutions’. 
 
My view is that the way Steiner presented these practices and preparations is in a way that a pre-Industrial 
Revolution farmer would have presented to another farmer of his time, in a sort of a fable/anecdotal way 
that served to give significance to an essential practice or treatment without getting too technical. 
I use the fundamental 500 cow horn manure prep to illustrate this point. The prep 500 is an essential soil 
life building preparation. This is the preparation for which cow manure is stuffed into a cow horn and buried 
in the earth on the autumn equinox and then harvested at the spring equinox. Why a cow horn? It is a 
natural, porous vessel that permits an exchange between the compost and the microorganisms of the soil 
without letting in too much water. The result is cow manure that has been composted by the 
microorganisms in the soil that is sweet-smelling, friable, and rich in humic acids, minerals and nutrients. 
 
Why does Steiner recommend that less than 100 grams is required for one hectare in a thirty-liter solution of 
water (a quantity that perhaps makes 500 look like magic dust)? There is a simple explanation for this; with 
dynamization Steiner describes how to make a healthy aerobic-composted tea, a concentrated liquid brew 
that is full of positive minerals and nutrients. As with garden vegetable compost, if not managed properly 
the compost will go anaerobic and volatile, and all of the beneficial organisms, minerals and nutrients in the 
compost are destroyed, the nutrients are ‘burned off’ and the living organisms are killed. With a compost 
tea, problems arise if the quantity of compost is too high for the amount of water, because in that case the 
amount of dissolved oxygen in that water would be too low, leading to the negative result of a large growth 
in organisms that require more oxygen than what is available in the water. This would cause the tea to go 
anaerobic; the nutrients and minerals will all be consumed, and the positive aerobic fungi and bacteria will 
die due to the lack of oxygen. Higher concentrations of compost in water can be managed if dissolved 
oxygen levels and temperatures are monitored. This is why Steiner recommended a concentration that was 
effective but unlikely to create an anaerobic environment during the tea-extracting stage! 
 
The next step is an explanation of why a compost tea such as 500 works. In the dynamization process we 
extract all of the positive acids, minerals, and nutrients from the compost. To put it simply, let us say that 
this is a ‘food’ sprayed onto the vineyard soils in large droplets, food in a readily available form for the 
lowest forms of microorganisms (fungi, bacteria and nematodes) in the soil. These microorganisms feed on 
the new food, then in turn their predators (arthopods, high nematodes, protozoa) feed on them, and then 
their higher predators eat them, and so on and so on, leading ultimately to a marked increase in soil life. 
This increase in soil life results in an increase in biomass (organic material excreted by all of this soil life; this 
leads to an increase in nutrients and minerals and healthier growth of plants), more decompaction of the soil 
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(by earthworths), increased aeration, more rapid breakdown of heavy metals, and other benefits. The end 
result is a healthy, aerated, fungal-dominated soil and plants that are better balanced in terms of vegetation 
and fruit production, and plants that are less prone to stress, disease, and pest pressure. Ultimately these 
plants will produce higher-quality fruit with elevated levels of dry extract, pigments, and flavors, and as an 
added bonus a longer shelf life – this may even lengthen the ageing potential of a wine! 
 
The answers to why biodynamics works are there if one searches, I tend to simplify the above explanation 
for wine tastings for obvious reasons. For example, I describe the compost tea process as creating a “super-
food” that we put on to the soil in a form highly available to the microorganisms in our soil, but in reality we 
are creating the initial beneficial population of microorganisms right in our tea, which are then sprayed out 
into our vineyards!“ 
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